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Black type indicates the characteristics in common for the two years.
which essentially comprises basic research up
Valuing Employees
to Phase 2 clinical trials, will maintain its autonomy. “The leadership
In addition to a commitment to research and little hierarchy, other at Roche knew the strength of our research program and wanted to
characteristics common to companies in the list of top 20 employers maintain what we had developed here,” says Tessier-Lavigne. “They
include respecting employees and having loyal employees.
have left us independent, so we have been able to maintain our re“We have roundtable discussions where executives, including search culture without missing a beat.”
our CEO, meet with a random group of 10 employees at a time and
The merger did of course cause some changes. Arthur Levinson,
openly respond to whatever the employees want to talk about,” says Genentech’s former chair and CEO, and Susan Desmond-Hellmann,
Craig Schneier, executive vice president of human resources at Bio- former president of product development, both left the company. (In
gen Idec. “They are very candid exchanges.”
May 2009, Desmond-Hellmann was named chancellor of the UniverA company of about 4,700 employees, Biogen Idec has been con- sity of California, San Francisco.) But as far as Genentech’s research
ducting these roundtable discussions for several years, tapping focus and unique culture—which includes a vibrant postdoctoral
about a thousand employees every year. “Our employees express a program as well as free cappuccinos and Friday evening parties—are
lot of confidence and support for leadership and part of the reason is concerned, those will not change, says Tessier-Lavigne. “We have
that we actively communicate with them,” says Schneier.
maintained our momentum throughout the merger and now we are
Another important criterion for employers is working for a com- moving on the next exciting chapter in our company,” he says.
pany with values that are aligned to the employee’s own. At Johnson
Is a smooth takeover really possible? Apparently yes, according
& Johnson the values that guide decision making are spelled out in to Joe Bolen, chief scientific officer at Millennium. Established in
the company’s Credo, according to Anuk Das, assistant director of 1993 as a genomics company, Millennium has since grown into
immunobiology at Centocor R&D, a Philadelphia-based subsidiary a fully integrated biopharmaceutical company. In May 2008 the
of Johnson & Johnson.
company was acquired by Takeda Pharmaceutical Company Limited,
Robert Wood Johnson, former chairman from 1932 to 1963 and the largest pharmaceutical company in Japan. Millennium, now
a member of the company’s founding family, crafted the Credo in renamed Millennium: The Takeda Oncology Company, operates
1943, just before Johnson & Johnson became a publicly traded com- as an independent subsidiary serving as Takeda’s global center of
pany. “What is impressive is that the Credo is still carried out today,” excellence in oncology.
says Das.
Under Takeda, Millennium has been involved in a larger number of
Johnson & Johnson’s Credo lists the company’s four priorities in or- clinical trials and has been testing new compounds obtained from
der of importance: patients and their families, employees, commu- its parent company. “But the philosophy of the earlier research and
nities, and stockholders. “For me my loyalty for Johnson & Johnson development has not changed,” says Bolen. “We worked hard when
comes from the Credo and the demonstration that our leaders use it Millennnium was first set up to figure out the best things to do. We
as a guide to make decisions,” says Das.
worked out procedures to make early-phase research as seamless
as could be. Under Takeda, we were able to continue the same proMergers and Acquisitions
cesses and maintain our culture and focus.”
It may be challenging for a company to do right by its employees at
The strategy appears to be paying off. In April 2009 the company
the time of a merger or acquisition. Such steps are often accompa- published an article describing a new molecule that modulates
nied by layoffs, in some cases leading to the loss of thousands of the levels of proteins critical to the regulation of cancer cell
jobs. On the upside, survey respondents pointed out that mergers growth and survival. The compound has now moved forward to
can provide a company with access to a pipeline of new products Phase 1 studies. continued »
and the chance to cut costs, ultimately benefiting employees.
This year has seen many high-profile mergers and acquisitions. In
You can find an expanded version of this feature by going to:
January 2009 New York-based Pfizer, maker of the blockbuster drug
dx.doi.org/10.1126/science.opms.r0900079
Lipitor, which loses patent protection in November 2011, announced
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